Call for Papers
Paris Economics, Banking and Finance Conference

DATES: 13 – 15 April 2015

VENUE: Crowne Plaza Republique Hotel, Paris, France

Submission Deadline: 6 March 2015 and  Registration Deadline: 27 March 2015

Theme: Advancement of Modern Economy and Financial Development

Website: www.parisconfo.com  Email: papsconfo@gmail.com

The aim of the above international gathering is to bring together both academic and professionals, scholars, social scientists and students to exchange and share their experiences, new ideas and research results about broad aspects of Economics, Banking and Finance. You are invited to submit either abstract and/or full papers via email address papsconfo@gmail.com. This conference is sponsored by World Business Institute of Australia and American Research and Publication International, New York, USA and 5 international peer reviewed journals indexed by Cabell’s directory, EBSCO and Ulrich of USA and ABDC and ranked by ERA of Australia.

Submission, Review Process and Notice of Acceptance:

Please send full papers and/or abstracts by 6 March 2015 (please note you can submit papers anytime before this deadline) via email address: papsconfo@gmail.com. All abstract and/or full papers must be prepared as per guidelines (see the link in the left-hade side). Please include the paper title, the name of author(s) and address of the corresponding author, email address and the field of research in the paper itself. Papers which do not comply to these requirements will not be considered for this conference. If you want to publish your paper in our journal, you must send us full paper. Times taken to inform the review outcome is about 5 days for abstract and 15-20 days for full papers. Authors needing long time for funding approval must send their abstract well before the submission deadline.

Publication Opportunities and Best Paper Award and Participation Certificates:

As per choice of the authors, abstract and/or full papers will be published by the World Business Institute as the refereed conference proceedings with ISBN and will be published electronically via a dedicated website, namely, www.wbiworldconpro.com which will be linked to Google Scholar.

In addition, attempts will be made, but not guaranteed, for publication of conference proceedings via Procedia Journal published by Elsevier ( which publishes world’s leading journals) subject to compliance to their editorial and editing requirements and payment of applicable submission fees. Please click on the link “About conference Proceedings”. Hard copy of the proceedings will be provided via USB/pen-drive as per request of the authors.

Best paper award will be announced soon after the conference and these papers will be published in peer reviewed and ranked international journals: Global Economy and Finance Journal, Global Review of Accounting and Finance and Journal of Accounting, Finance and
Economics and Journal of Business and Policy Research subject to the compliance to editorial policy of the respective journal.

**Conference Feedings and Registration fees:**

There are several options for conference registration fees. The basic registration fee is US$550 for two days and it includes arrival, morning and after-noon break-foods, buffet lunch in addition to conference materials, program books and participation certificates. The last day of the conference is dedicated for research networking. Please see the registration fee schedule.

If you have any questions, please direct it to Professor Dr. Mohammad Hoque, Coordinator via papsconfo@gmail.com.

**INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE MEMBERS**

Prof.  Edward  Sun,  Kedge Business School, France  
Prof.  Daniel Park  Azusa Pacific University, USA  
Prof.  Panagiotis Peter Tsigaris  Thompson Rivers University, Canada  
Prof.  Jae-Seung, Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, South Korea  
Prof.  Donna Anderson  University of Wisconsin-La Crosse, USA  
Prof.  Ming Yuan Li National Cheng Kunk University, Taiwan  
Prof.  Maria Alberta Maia University Institute, Portugal  
Prof.  Rasoul Rezvanian  Northeastern Illinois University, USA  
Prof.  A. Can, Bryant University, USA  
Asso Prof.  James Cotter,  Wake Forest University, USA  
AsSo Prof.  Cao Jiang, Holy Family University, USA  
Asso.Prof.  Ming-Chang Cheng, National Chung Cheng University, Taiwan  
Asso.  Prof José-Luis Casado-Sánchez, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, Spain  
Dr.  Alex W.H. Chung, Bard College, USA  
Dr. Taoufik BOURAOUI, ESC Rennes School of Business, France  
Dr.  Abu Taher Mollik, University of Canberra, Australia  
Dr.  David Edgar, Glasgow Caledonian University, UK